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FOREWORD

GQ,S was constructed by the author at the M. I. T. Operations
Research Center as part of work done under support of the Office of
Ordnance Research, Army Ordnance Contract DA-19-020-ORD-2684.
The computer work was done at the M. I. T. Computation Center.

The M. I. T. Operations Research Center is an interdepartmental
activity devoted to graduate training and research in the field of Operations
Research.

Philip M. Morse
Director

GQS
GENERAL SINGLE-SER VER
QUEUE-SIMULATION COMPILER
by
George W. Armer ding

ABSTRACT

This report describes G Q S, a general purpose queuesimulation compiler program constructed for the IBM 704 computer.
The compiler generates a simulation program for any one of a
number of specifiable single-server queuing operations. Interarrival times at each of a number of queues may be exponential,
erlang, hyperexponential, normal, rectangular or constant, and
these distributions may be assigned non-stationary parameters.
Service-times may be chosen from any of these distributions, also
with non-stationary parameters, and service-times may be compounded through probabilistic chains. Priority of service may be
assigned by input queue .
Output in addition to computer operation data consists of
recorded distributions of waiting- and service time and their sum.
Intermediate output is produced on request. Runs may be repeated
with different random numbers.
Copies of the symbolic deck may be requested from the
M. I. T . Operations Research Center, and microfilms of the flow
charts can be reproduced.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GQS

1. 1

A.Compiler Program
GQS (general single-server queue-simulation compiler) was

constructed for the IBM 704 computer, and is a compiler for simulating
any one of a number of specifiable single-server queueing processes.
The types of such queueing processes which are tolerated by GQS and
the operating features of the program are de scribed in the following
chapters of this report.
However, the compiler nature of GQS is a novel and important
property.

That is, given the specification of the queueing process to

be simulated, GQS prepares a computer program to simulate that
process.

Thus the programming of the 'computer to simulate any of

the queueing processes envisaged by the compiler is actually done by
the computer itself.

The user need merely de scribe the operation in

the specifications required by the compiler.
The superiority of 'compiler' programs over 'parameter'
programs commands the attention of any one who would write a simulation
program.

Particularly is this true if the process or operation to be

simulated is complex in number and dependence of variables.

Usually

the operation is then a special logical subcase of a class of such processes or operations.

A compiler for the whole class may consume no
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more initial programming effort than that required to program any one
subcase.

This situation may very well be the case if the advantages

to later debugging of the simulation program is taken into account.
Moreover, a compiler program is evidently a multi-purpose
program of relatively high speed on each individual subcase of the
class of operations covered _by the compiler.

It achieves this by

the device of having the individual nature of the operation specified
outside the 1operating 1 program, i.e., within the compiler program.
Thereby the use is minimized, within the operating program, of
1

parameter 1 instructions, i.e., instructions or sequences of instructions

whose sole purpose is to describe the identity of the particular subcaseoperation being simulated.
System design work affords one particular activity in which
simulation programs of compiler-type offer important advantages
ove r less general programs.

Attention is automatically enforced thereby

to d e sign-logic, i.e. to the alternative systems which the design effort
must cont emplate.

An additional advantage is the practical one that

revisions of the design are more easily responded to by a compiler program than by one of less general reference.

Since system design projects

are often u n der pressure for completion and seldom begin with a final
selection of t he ultimate de sign, both the attention forced to logic and the

- 3 capacity of response to change of design may contribute critically to the
success of the project.
Evidently the success of a compiler depends on (1) foresight in
envisaging the cases of interest which the compiler must cover, i.e., the
correct identification of the general class of operations to be covered, and
(2) availability of subroutines upon which the compiler can draw.

In the

case of simulation work in general, especially the simulation of operational
processes, these two considerations simply identify and stress the direction
in which effort should in the future be spent in the general field of simulation
work.

1. 2

G Q S Capabilities
The general type of system which may be simulated consists of a

non-stationary single- server operation with multiple input queues generated
by various probability distributions, service times composable in a complex
fashion of elemental blocks, and with priorities.

The output data consists

of frequency tables of waiting time, service time and total time for
arrivals which enter the system's queues.
Input queues.

Inputs to the system are arrivals at one or more

input queues, each of which is of maximum prescribablt length.

Priority

may be assigned to each queue, queues of equal priority being serviced in
rotation.

Inter-arrival times are used to generate the arrivals in each
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queue separately, and these times may be chosen from any of the
following distributions:

exponential_, . erlang, hyper exponential,

normal, rectangular or constant.

The parameters of these distri-

butions may be made functions of time.
Service Blocks.

Service of each arrival is performed by

'blocks 1 , each of which is either a constant or a time sampled from
one of the above-specified probability distributions or from an
arbitrary one.

These blocks may be cascaded probabilistically.

That is, when the service of an arrival is completed in block i,
the arrival may proceed for additional service at block j according
to a specified transition probability p. .•

lJ

This feature permits complex

servicing times to be composed from the operational nature of the
service process to be simulated.
Statistics.

The important numerical capacities are:

maximum number of input queues
maximum number of priority classes
maximum allowable queue length
maximum number of service blocks
maximum number of probabilistic
branches from a single block
Special features.
in greater detail later.
(I)

99
99
9999
291

25

Certain special features are described
These include:

the parameters of the probability distributions
may be changed in accordance with a pre specified
tabulation of times at which such changes are to
occur.
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1. 3

(2)

output of intermediate results may be called for,
after which the simulation will continue

(3)

a specified run may be repeated using a different
set of random numbers

( 4)

the compiled simulation program may be saved for
later use on punch cards or magnetic tape

(5)

a special adjunct feature, not a proper part of the
compiler, is available permitting arriving units
to be serviced in batches.

Output
The user of GQS automatically receives the following data for each

computer run:
1.

Compilation data
a.

A list of the original data cards, as originally punched.

b.

A map of computer memory, indicating the locations
in which the various sections of the simulation program
have been compiled.

2.

Operation data
a.

Counts of the number of transactions (customers served
by the system) simulated, the final simulated time
(relative to 0, at the start of the run), and total system
idle time.

b.

Brief histories of each queue, listing the given data
together with:
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1.)
2.)
3.)
c.

no. of customers served from the queue
maximum simulated queue length
queue length at end of run

At the user's option, frequency tables of the following
simulation results may be accumulated at any of the
output blocks and printed at the completion of the run:
1.)
2.)
3.)

Waiting time, customers from any or all queues
Service time, customers from any or all queues
Total time, customers from any or all queues

The structure of the frequency table of times (shortest
time, longest time, and number of intervening increments)
is determined by the user in his specifications for the
output blocks.

1. 4

Origin
The GQS compiler was designed in the course of a study of large

information processing systems.

The priority-ordered input queues

correspond in that case to incoming messages or transactions which enter
the system.

The simulation's service blocks represent physical or logical

sections of the information processing system.

Printed results of the

simulation depict frequency distributions of delays and service times
experienced by the processed transactions and messages.
Using the non-stationary feature of the compiler, the effects of
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cyclical variations (daily, weekly, monthly) in the transaction input
rate may be observed.
Taking advantage of the fact ·that the structure and parameters of
the simulated system may easily be changed, GQS may be used to investigate the effects of using alternative types of computer memories, of
handling varying "overloads" of incoming transactions, of varying the
specific procedures used to process the information, and other topics
re l ated to the general functional design problem.
As part of a study of memory filing techniques GQS was modified to process incoming transactions in batches.

A small ( 80 computer

instructions) subroutine (designated BATCH) was programmed to change
GQS to compile a simulation for a batch processing system.

Being

highly segmentized into small, independent subroutines, GQS may
similarly be modified to meet other simulation requirements not recognized by the original GQS specifications.

1. 5

Critical Evaluation

1.

Generality.

GQS was originally specified to be capable

of c ompiling simulation programs for any configuration of multiple-queue,
single-server queueing systems, where the service facility consists of
mul tipl e serving blocks cascading in deterministic and/or probabilistic
fashio n .

However, the inability to compile multiple-server programs is

an important deficienc y of the GQS program.

A logical extension to
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include multiple-server systems within allowable boundaries would
greatly extend the generality of the compiler, although such an extension would be expensive in programming time and effort.
2.

Automatism.

For maximum utility, it was desired

that the compiler should be capable of deriving and operating a simulation program directly from a "near-English" description of the
system to be simulated.
program.

This specification has been met in the GQS

The compiler phase immediately follows specification of

the system under study.

In addition, GQS automatically operates the

program it compiles, presenting simulation results in the form requested by the user.

3.

Ease of Usage.

The completely automatic operation

described above implies that GQS is easy to use, even for those unfamiliar with digital computers and their operation.

The most re.;. ·

strictive requirerp.ent .in this r egard is that the data (systems specifications) presente d to GQS must be punched in predetermined form;
a n d t h e data cards must appear in an established sequence.

Although

the format required by GQS is no t difficult for the user to learn and
although GQS carefully edits the data it receives, a more sophisticated
version of this compiler could be constructed which would ease several
of the restriction s placed upon the present format of the data cards.
Whe ther the inc r eased ease of usage would justify the added programming
cost o f reducin g t h e dat a-punching restrictions is questionable, however.
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4.

Non-stationary Simulation.

Ability to simulate certain

non-stationary queueing systems has been provided within GQS.

Simu-

lation of many "real" queueing situations is thus possible, although
proper use of this features requires some familiarity with digital computers.
One characteristic of the non-stationary input feature may result
in distortion of simulation results.

Using tabular input data, parameter

values are changed at discrete times during the simulation.

When an

interarrival time mean value, for example, is changed, 1) the clock
time of arrival of the next transaction is erased from the input queue
table, 2) a new interarrival time is calculated using the new mean value,
3) the new sampled time is added to the clock time of arrival of the
previous transaction, 4) the result becomes the arrival time of the
current transaction.
This type of modification procedure distorts the simulation results
by effectively changing a parameter value prior to the time specified by
the GQS user.
not be critical.

In some cases of simulation operation, the distortion may
In other cases, the distorting .effects must be compensated

for by providing a finer mesh in the tabulation of input parameter values.
Ideally, of course, the compiler would provide a means of computing a
"correct" inter arrival time from the two (or more} values of the sampling
parameters.
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A similar distortion is experienced when service time parameters
are changed using the non-stationary feature.

As parameter changes

are made only "between transactions", a service time parameter change
may be made later than the time specified by the user.

A solution to

this distortion problem would consist of providing a more frequent test
for required non-stationary parameter changes.

This type of operation,

however, would considerably lengthen the computer time required for
system simulation.
5.

Speed of Simulation.

Special-purpose simulation programs,

written specifically to study only a single problem can be more timeefficient than a program constructed by a general-purpose compiler such
as GQS.

A compiler-generated program must necessarily execute some

inefficient "red-tape" program steps which could be avoided in a wellwritten special-purpose simulation program.

On the other hand, the

casual programmer who writes a simulation program may easily introduce
inefficiencies which would not be present in a compiler-generated program.
It is believed that the GQS compiler, reflecting much of the cumulative
simulation experience of the staff of the M. I. T. Operations Research
Center will, in general, compile efficient programs.

It should be noted

here that once efficient procedures have been "built-into" the compiler,
every program generated by the compiler automatically benefits from
these efficient procedures.
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6.

Cost.

Approximately 425 man-hours (2 1/2 man months)

of time were expended preparing the GQS program, from initial idea to
final program check-out.

About 2 1/2 computer hours (IBM 704) were

consumed in program checkout.

The GQS program consists of approximately

4000 symbolic program cards which expand, with library subroutines, to
5700 locations of the IBM 704 core memory.
The cost of the GQS compiler may be compared with the cost of a
medium sized special-purpose simulation.

Assuming that the special-

purpose program is used only for a single system study, the value of
the compiler becomes evident.

Compared with the cost of the special

purpose simulator, the marginal cost of all compiler-generated
simulations (after the first) is negligible, consisting only of the cost of
preparing data cards for the compiler and of the cost of computer time
used in the compilation process.

GQS compilation time is typically

very short, being on the order of one minute for "medium-sized"
compilations.

1, 6

Modification
Whenever possible, the GQS compiler has been constructed to

allow for ease of expansion arid modification.
The entire compiler consists of approximately fifty subroutines
and program segments.

Major sections are controlled by a small

"master control" routine which operates the several major program
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segments in the proper sequence.

The program segments, in turn, call

the subroutines to perform the several tasks of compilation.
Prospective GQS modifiers may easily make additions to the
subroutines or program segments as desired.

The compiler's internal

relationships and dependencies have been kept to a minimum (at only a
small sacrifice of computer memory economy and operating efficiency).
Last but not least, the compiler program is "literate".

Copious

remarks and programming notes are included within the symbolic program deck; the GQS program is thus its own best description.

1. 7

Availability
Copies of the symbolic deck of the compiler program and the

subroutines may be obtained from the M. I. T. Operations Research
Center.

Microfilms of the flow charts (sixty pages in all) may be

similarly obtained by those who may find them helpful in modifying the
program.

CHAPTER II

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF GQS

2. 1

The Compilation Phase
GQS is a two-phase program.

The first phase is the actual com-

piler which performs the automatic programming required to translate
system specifications into a simulation program.

The second phase is

the operator phase; it operates the compiled program.
The compiler phase is capable of completely automatic programming.

That is, the user presents only system specifications, without

any reference to computer programming problems.

The computer it-

self performs all programming tasks.
The compiler requires that system specifications be given in a
rigid format and can only compile simulation programs for a stated
class of systems.

GQS was written to simulate systems of priority

ordered queues of finite length which feed a single server capable of
many different serving configurations.

Within the single server, a com-

plex network of cascading serving units may be specified, the path among
these units being either probabilistic or deterministic.

The specifications

for the system to be simulated are presented to the compiler as letters
and numbers punched in IBM cards.
The heart of any queue simulation is a procedure for taking random
samples of inter-arrival times and/or service times.
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Within GQS are
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routines for sampling from five types of probability distributions:
exponential, hyper-exponential, normal, erlang, and rectangular.
Each sampling program has been coded as a subroutine; in the compilation phase, GQS may provide for the use of any sampling routine
by compiling the appropriate calling sequence, including the parameter
values which have been provided by the user.

For constant inter-

arrival and/or service times, a simple compiled sequence of machine
instructions serves to obtain the constant value for the compiled
program's use.
Given a series of disjointed sequences of computer instructions
which describe sections of the system, a method must be provided to
link the sequences in a form which will result in a system simulation
program.

Again, specialized subroutines have been provided where-

ever tasks could be standardized and where program steps could be
replaced by a pre-coded routine dependent upon one or a few parameters.
The compilation procedure then consists of methods of incorporating
these standard procedures and routines into the simulation program.
The path any given tit"ansaction follows through the compiled
simulation consists of a series of individual service blocks.

At each

service b l ock a random sample of service time is drawn and added to
the simulate d clock.

The transaction then proceeds to a specified

adjac ent servi c e block (if there is only one path leading from the present blo c k) or, in a probabilistic manner, proceeds to one of several
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specified adjacent blocks, according to transition probabilities
specified by the user.
Corresponding to each service block is a series of computer
instructions compiled at a fixed location in computer memory.

As the

user is free to specify any path through his system of service blocks,
GQS must provide a method of efficiently passing computer control
from one set of instructions to another, according to the user's specifications.

Within GQS, this procedure consists of compiling a

"transfer vector".

As a sequence of instructions describing block

number N is compiled, at absolute memory location N is compiled an
unconditional jump to the first memory location of the instruction
sequence describing that block.

Thus, for any other block to pass

control to block N, it is only necessary to unconditionally jump to
memory location N; from there computer control automatically proceeds to the instruction sequence which describes block number N.
Within the simulation, inp11t . queues exist as tables of values
of arrival times; all queues are of finite length specified by the user.
Given that length, the compiler allocates storage space for the queue
table and proceeds to fill the table with customers, the interarrival
times between customers being determined by the specified sampling
distribution.

The queue tables are always kept full; when the earliest

arriving customer is removed from the table for servicing, the table
is refilled by adding a new customer to the end of the table.

The number
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of "active" customers in the queue table (corresponding to the physical
length of the actual queue} is determined by comparing customer arrival
times with the simulated clock time.

Thus although each queue table is

always full, the simulated queue may have any length from zero to the
maximum specifi e d length.
Adjacent to each queue table is a set of data registers giving
a description of the queue and a calling sequence to sample an interarrival time for that queue.
As the input tables are formed, GQS compiles a list of input queues
and thei r priorities.

During operation of the simulation program, this

list is used to locate the waiting customer with the highest priority.
Having compiled a series of computer instructions to simulate the
given system and having established a set of tables representing queues
feeding that system, it is necessary for GQS to compile a terminating
procedure for the transactions.

Also, as each transaction completes its

servic e, its waiting time, service time, and total time may be tabulated
according to the user's requests.
The GQS compiler requires that the user indicate the end of each
path through the service structure by specifying "output blocks".

At

each output block the user may request GQS to tabulate any combination
of waiting-, service-, and total-times for transactions terminating at
this output block and originating at any or all queues.

Associated with

each output block will be a frequency table for each requested tabulation.

- 17 The compiler must be given the range of values which the frequency
fable is to cover, together with the desired mesh of the table.

Com-

puter storage space is then allocated for each table; the information
necessary to perform table lookups in the operation phase is stored
adjacent to the table; and a reference address for the table is stored
in a list within the compiler for later reference to the individual
tables.
Once the output table storage space has been allocated, GQS
compiles calling sequences for the subroutine which enter trans action information in the frequency tables.
is compiled for each output table.

One such calling sequence

After the last output table calling

sequence is compiled for a given output block, a transfer instruction
to cause an unconditional jump into the operating phase of GQS for ·
general bookkeeping, testing, and preparation for the next transaction
is placed in the program.
With the compilation of the sequence of instructions for the last
output block, the compilation phase has completed its work.

The result

is a program to simulate the specified system of queues and service
facilities.

The compiled simulation program is in the computer I s

storage together with the complete GQS program.

GQS occupies about

5700 registers of the 32768-word core memory; the compiled program

may, if necessary, occupy the balance of the computer's memory store.
Within the GQS compiler have been stored lists of reference address
for all key portions of the compiled program; the operating phase of

- 18 GQS is thus able to efficiently refer to all parts of the simulation
program as it operates that program.
As a by-product of the compilation phase, a "map" of computer storage, as allocated by the compiler, is prepared and printed
for the user.

2. 2

The Operating Phase
The computer program prepared by the GQS compilation is

highly specialized.

It is essentially a skeleton program, consisting

primarily of calling sequences for standard subroutines, tables of
input and output data, and lists of computer reference addresses.
To congeal this skeleton program into an operative simulation program, GQS provides an operating phase to efficiently run the program
which has been compiled.
The oper ating phase need not immediately be entered upon
completion of the compilation.

Provision has been made for punching

the compiled deck (including the GQS program itself) or for saving the
compilation results on magnetic tape.

The resulting program may be

rtLn at later times, with or without changed parameter values.
After the compilation data has been given to GQS (together,
perhaps, with a request for saving the compiled program), the user
indicates to the operating phase how long he wants the simulation program to run. This may be expressed in one of three ways>:<:
,:< For the purpose of reducing simulation operating time, these tests are
not performed after each transaction, but after each 100 transactions for
a number of transactions or simulated time test or 300 transactions for a
real time test.
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1.

number of transactions.

GQS counts the number of

simulated transactions, terminating the simulation
at the specified count;
2.

simulated time.

The user specifies the number of

time units to be simulated; GQS terminates the
simulation at the end of the given simulated time;
3.

real time.

GQS reads the real-time clock attached

to the M. I. T. 704 computer, terminating the simulation run at the end of the specified number of
minutes.
Having determined the length of the simulation run and having
established the necessary procedure to detect the end of the run, the
GQS operating phase then begins actual operation of the compiled pro-

gram.

Each transaction is simulated by an established cycle of events:
1.

Using the compiled list of input queue tables, GQS begins

with the highest (best) priority queue and searches down through the
priority structure of q1...eue s until a waiting transaction is located.

If

no transactions are waiting in the system, a "system idle time" counter
is incremented, simulated time is incremented, and the search is begun
anew.

If a waiting transaction is found, it is removed from the queue and

stored in a standard location in the computer, together with information
concerning its original queue.

The remaining members of the queue are

"moved-up" in line, and an arrival time for a new transaction is computed
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by taking a random sample from the specified probability distribution.
T h e new transaction is stored in the last location of the queue table.
2.

Once the transaction has been selected from the system

of queues, GQS passes control to the compiled program.

As mentioned

above, t h e compiled program consists primarily of calling sequences
which provide the n ecessary program control to perform the simulation .

Essentially all of the simulation operation and record tabu-

lation is ac c omplished by subroutines.
3.

The path of the transaction through the specified system

is s i mulated by sampling from the probability distribution of service
times for each service block and then proceeding to the next service
block or to one of a number of service blocks according to a given
vector of transition prob abilities.
4.
b l ock.

Service for each transaction is terminated at an output

At the output b l o c k sequence of instructions, the times which

t he transac tion has spent in waiting or in service or both are computed
a n d t h e appropriate freque ncy table entries are incremented.

Control

is then passes back to the GQS operation phase.
5.

The ope ration phase then tests for the end of the simu-

lation r u n acco r d i ng t o t h e criterion specified by the user.

If the run

h as n ot b een completed, the operating phase returns to step 1., above.
If the test i n di c ates that the run is to be terminated, control is passed

to the output sec ti on of the operating phase.
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It is the function of the output section to print the results of the
simulation for the user.

General results printed include:

1.

total number of simulated time units;

2.

total number of simulated idle time units;

3.

total number of transactions simulated.

For each input queue, general operating results printed are:
1.

number of transactions served from this queue;

2.

maximum queue length;

3.

queue length at end of the simulation run.

Finally, the complete set of frequency tables is printed.

The

mesh of the computer frequency table is duplicated on the printed table.
Counts of transactions which fall outside the specified table range (above
and below) are printed.

With each frequency count is printed a decimal

fraction indicating the relative frequency for each count within the
t otality of transactions tabulated within the given frequency table.
Neither the mean nor any moments of the frequency distribution are computed.

A logical extension of the GQS program could include calculation

of means and moments of frequency tabulations upon request of the user.
When table printing has been completed, the run may be terminated, a new simulation run may begin, or one of the features described
below may be exercised.
Additional Features of the Operating Pha,se
To extend the usefulness of GQS, two features have been added
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which may be exercised after the frequency tables have been printed.
At the user's option, the simulation run may be continued from
the point at which it was terminated for the printing of operating results.
This feature permits the user to observe the dynamic results of the
simulation; it is especially useful for determining if steady-state
conditions have been reached.

The continuation feature may be used

as often as desired for a given run.

When a continuation is requested,

GQS must be given additional information concerning the length of the
simulation.

Having read and processed this information, certain flags

are set; and the simulation proceeds as described above.
Also provided is the option of repeating a given run with a new
set of random numbers.

This feature may be used to verify that re-

sults of runs are significant and not merely due to the particular
sequence of random sampling routines,
many times as desired.
counter active.

The run may be repeated as

The operating phase of GQS keeps a repetition

When the user requests repeated runs, the counter is

set to the count specified.

Upon reaching the end of a repeated run, GQS

examines the counter; if it is not zero, it is reduced by 1 and the run
repeated again.

The actual repetition is performed by clearing all

output frequency tables, resetting all input queues, and restoring all
computer conditions to those at the beginning of the run.

This includes

setting the simulated clock to zero and sampling a new set of transaction
arrivals for each input queue.
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2.3

Non-stationary Input s to the Simulated System
As most physical systems are characterized by non-stationary

parameter values , it was deemed advisable that GQS be able to simulate
this characteristic of real systems .

Consequently, a method of accepting

tabular time-varying parame ter values was established within the operation
phase of GQS.
The steps which t he user must follow in order to use the nonstationary input feature are as follows:
1.

Use GQS to compile the required basic simulation program;

2.

Reques t GQS to punch the compiled program (or save it on
magn eti c t ape} ;

3.

Print ed in conjun ction with the compilat ion procedure
will be a "map" of the computer storage allocation made
by GQS .

From this map determine the octal location of the

parameters which are to vary with time;
4.

Pr e pare no n- stationary input cards, punched with the
o c tal l o cat ion of the parameter, the new value of the
parameter , and the simulated time at which the change
is to be made .

GQS reads these cards, converts their

data to binary and writes the binary information. on a
magne t ic tape .

As the simulation program is operated,

t he bina r y rec or ds are r ead from the tape in sequence
and t he appr opri at e paramete r changes made.

As the
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parameter change is made, all parts of the simulation
program which are affected by that change are reset
according to the new value.
It will be seen that this procedure is not as "clean" as the balance
of GQS in that a certain amount of knowledge of digital computers and the
format of the compiled simulation is necessary.

Preferable treatment of

the problem would include a procedure for direct reference to simulation
parameters in a simple manner rather than through the four step procedure outlined here.

2. 4

Desirable Extensions to the GQS System

In its present form, the GQS compiler is capable of compiling
simulation programs only for single-server systems, that is, po more
than one transaction is being processed by the simulation program at any
one time.

A possible extension of GQS would be a revision to allow multiple

server simulation, perhaps with possible interference through the use of
shared service blocks within the overall serving system.

The result of

such an extension would be a generalized "job-shop" simulation program
compiler, the usefulness of which would extend to a very broad range of
simulation problems .
Another desirable improvement would be a simplified procedure
for entering non-stationary parameter values into the system at appropriate times.

This improvement would greatly benefit the casual user
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who has no knowledge of digital computers.

The improvement might

be made by including the time-varying parameter values in the original
specification deck of GQS input cards, adjacent to the input definition
of the parameter.

Such a procedure would allow a complete "English

language" input scheme for the GQS compiler.
A fi::1.al possible improvement is concerned with the time required
for simulation runs.

Throughout the several sections of the GQS compiler

an effort has been made to assure minimum running time.

However, in

the case of selecting a transaction from an input queue table, there is
much waste motion as a.11 the remaining transactions are moved "up" in
the line.

An improved method of selecting transactions would be to allow

the transaction records to remain stationary within the queue table,
changing only the memory reference address as transactions are removed
and replaced by new arrivals.

Such a procedure would greatly accelerate

the simulation operation.

2. 5

The GQS Program
For maximum flexibility and ease of initial programming, GQS

was written as a large number of independent sub-programs and subroutines.

The original specifications for the GQS system were prepared

with the idea that the job of compiling and operating the simulation program should be segmentized into small routines which would be easily
programmed, checked, and integrated into the total GQS program.
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Following these specifications, GQS was programmed as a system
of more than fifty subroutines and sub-programs, a single master control
program, six SHARE library programs, two M. I. T. utility programs,
and five random sampling routines programmed by L. H. Walker of the
M. I. T. Operations Research Center.

For efficient, error-free operation,

the entire GQS system was designed for use with the M. I. T. Automatic
Operator program::' Program operation is "tape-to-tape" with all input
and output operations being performed on the Computation Center I s offline peripheral equipment.
As mentioned in earlier sections, the GQS compilation phase
constructs a simulation program consisting almost entirely of calling
sequences and input and output tables.

The flexible, segmentized nature

of the GQS program allows this simplified form of compilation.

In the

following sections, detailed descriptions are given of the compilation
format for the various sections of the compiled program.

Compilation Format, Queue Tables
Each input queue is represented within the computer by a table
/

of arrival times for incoming transactions (customers).

The number of

transactions which this table will hold is specified by the user as the
maximum que ue length.

Each transaction within the queue is repre-

sented by three computer words:

1.
arrival time, integer part
~:, Best, S., Helwig, F. and Siegel, A., MIT Automatic Operator Program
Reference Manual, Computation Center Memorandum CC-75
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2.

arrival time, fraction part

3.

transaction number.

The double precision fixed point arrival time is relative to time O at
the start of the computer run.

The transaction number is currently

used only for program debugging purposes; it is available for future
versions of GQS in which transaction identity must be maintained.
Transactions are stored in reverse order in memory.

As one

transaction is removed from the "bottom" of input table, all other
transactions are moved down in the table; : a new inter arrival time
is sampled, and the next transaction is stored at the "top" of the table.
As the table values are rotated each time a transaction is removed from the table, the user should keep all specified table lengths
as small as possible.

Long input tables greatly increase the simulation

running time.
An alternate table form could include fixed location transactions
accompanied by a set of table reference addresses; only the addressed
would change as transactions were added to or removed from the table.
Such a procedure could save program running time in many cases, at ,
the expense of a mare complicated compilation procedure.
Adjacent to the transaction table is a block of 12 machine words
in which information concerning the table is stored.

The last location

of this block is listed on the output tape as an octal address.
noted as LIST, below.

It is de-

Within the block is a reference location for the
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compiler, denoted NAME.

Each NAME address, together with the

priority of the queue, is stored within the compiler itself as an entry
in the INBKS list.

Queue Table Format:
-3n

Decrement
Arrival time, integer

-3n-1

Arrival time, fraction

-3n-2

Transaction number

-3

Arrival time, integer

-2

Arrival time, fraction

-1

Transaction number

NAME

Count, active tr ans actions :

Address

No. of transactions in the
table

+1

No. of transactions
processed

Priority

+2

Interarrival type
code

Queue Number

+3

Maximum number
active

First block
number

+4
+5

+6
+7

+8

Interarrival time random sample
calling sequence, followed by
a TRA ABCDE
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LIST

+118

+9

spare

+128

+10

spare

+13

+11

spare

8

The INBKS list:

INBKS

Decrement

Address

priority

address of NAME

1

priority

.

+l

+n - 1
+n

priority

address of NAME

0

0

n

Compilation Format, Service Bloeks
Each service block is compiled as the following sequence of instructions:
1.

a calling sequence to the appropriate random sample routine
for drawing a random service time;

2.

an overflow test for the sampled value;

3.

a calling sequence to increment the simulated clock by
the drawn time;

4.

a calling sequence for the probabilistic branching routine; and

5.

a probabilistic branching to the next block.

Program control, from block to block, is accomplished by a transfer
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vector.

All program transfers to blocks are accomplished by trans-

ferring directly to L, where Lis the block number, as designated by
the user.

At L is compiled a transfer to the actual compiled location

of the beginning of the block sequence.

This indirect method of pro-

gram control greatly facilitates the compilation procedure at very
little sacrifice in running time.

Service block format:
TSX Sn, 4

TNO

To sample a service time

Bl

Parameter

B2

Parameter, if needed

B3

Parameter, if needed

~:~

+

2

TSX Rl2, 4

Overflow error

TSX ADD, 4

Adds service time to simulated clock

TSX BRNCH, 4

Probabilistic branching
calling sequence

PAX 0, 4
TRA ,:<

+ n+l,

4

Probabilistic branch

TRA Bl
TRA B2

Indirect transfers to adjacent blocks

TRA B"
n
The above format is compiled in simplified form if the service time
is constant and/or there is a fixed (rather than probabilistic) branch from
this block to a single adjacent block.
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Each output block is compiled as the following sequence of
instructions:

1.

a series of calling sequences to the routine for incrementing
output table frequencies, one calling sequence for each output table associated with this output block,

2.

a transfer to LOOPX, within the compiler.

Output block format:
TSX SLOT, 4
PZE NAME

Output table base address

1

TSX SLOT, 4
PZE .NAME

2
To prepare for next transaction

TRA LOOPX

Compilation Format, Output Tables
Each output table is compiled as a series of computer memory
locations for storing frequency counts of ranges of time values.

At each

output block, waiting-, service-, and total times are computed as
necessary, for the transaction just completed.
pared with table values;
cremented.

These values are com-

and the appropriate frequency count is in-

Adjacent to each frequency table is a block of 9 machine

words in which information concerning the table is stored.

The last
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location of this block is denoted as LIST, below; its location is printed
with the simulation output; the NAME location is the reference location
of the output block for use within the compiler.
stored within the compiler as

Each NAME address is

an entry in the BLKS list.

Output table format

-6 -n -1

frequency, values > L + n b..
II

-6 -n
-8

L + (n-l)b.. to L+nb..

frequency, values L+b.. to L + 2b..

-7

II

II

L to L + b..

-6

II

II

<L

-5

no. of steps

:..4

b.., floating point

-3

L, lower limit, floating point

::,2

Input queue number; 0 = all

-1

Time code

NAME

Block no.
+l

LIST

II

spare

+2

II

+3

II
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The BLKS table:
BLKS

address of NAME
address of NAME

+1

+n -1

address of NAME

+n

1
2

m

0

Random Time Sample Routines
Five subroutines for sampling from probability distributions of
inter-arrival and service times were programmed by LeRoy Walker of
the M. I. T . Operations Research Center.

Each routine generates a

pseudo-random number using the multiplicative congruential method.
The pseudo-random number is then converted to a sample from the
specified distribution by computing the abscissa of the cumulative distribution function, given that the random number is the ordinate of the
function.

Where exponential functions are involved in the sample com-

putation, a high speed table look-up procedure is used for determining
logarithms of sampled random numbers.
The five random sample routines are:
Name

Probability Distribution

S1

Exponential

S2

Normal

S3

Hyper-exponential

S4

Erlang

S5

Rectangular
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Other forms of probability distributions of service times may be
approximated by combining two or more of the above distributions in adjoining service blocks.

Provision has been made for easily adding sub-

programs for sampling from any arbitrary probability distribution.

Library Utility Subroutines
Six subroutines were chosen from the SHARE library of utility
routines to perform mundane tasks such as input and output.

The work of

those who have constructed these unglamorous but highly useful routines is
acknowledged with thanks.
The routines used are:
NAO5. l

Floating to fixed-point conversion (North American
Aviation)

MITIME

Real-time clock reader (M. I. T.)

UASTHl

Output tape writer (United Aircraft)

UABDCI

Binary-to-decimal converter (United Aircraft)

UATSM2

Input tape reader ( United Aircraft)

MIGDil

Decimal input routine (M. I. T.)

Note:
input cards.

MIGDil has been modified so that it is unable to read data
Each card is read by GQS, edited, and then presented to

MIGDil for conversion.
Two routines coded by H. Honeck of the M. I. T. Computation Center
were used for preparing the magnetic tape for off-line punching of the
compiled program.

These routines are described in detail in M.I. T.

Computation Center Memo CC109.
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BEGIN_ _,,.. R e ad a START c a r d;
Stor e run identific atio
R e ad INPUT Qu e ue d e s cr iption
c a rd s· com ile i n ut tables
R e ad BLOCK d e s c ript i on c ards;
com ile bloc k instruct i ons
R e ad OUTPUT blo ck d e s c ription i 1,:ards;
compile outp ut fr equency table s
P W1ch compile d progr am, if r equ e ste
E n try , u sin g
R e ad, t r a n s l ate, a n d store
n on-stat i onary:- - - a ll n.on -stationary parameters
fe a ture
Set c o mpile d p r ogram i n preparatio
for a co m ute r run

1 -- -.....

Read LENGTH card; set
ruri termination procedure

~ - - - - - - & --

- --

Make a ll curr e nt non-station ary ___________,
par ameter changes
L oca te h ighe st p r ior i t y waitin g
t r a n sacti on; p roce ss it through
the s ervice block s; po st t he
approp r iat e outp ut £re
tabl es

Ye s
P r i n t run o per atin g re s ult s

No
Is r un to be contin ued
Yes
No
_,
Ye s
Is t here a n other
Terminate the
T o BEGIN~------1
1----------simula tion run ?
No
c o mputer run

,-------..___

-!

CHAPTER III

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF GQS

T hi s chapter giv es details on the manner in which data cards are
prepared fo r GQS.

1. ) Defin it"io'n. s:
a.)

c ard: t h e standard 80..column IBM card

b.) fie l d: two or more consecutive columns on the card;
for exampl e, the card may be considered as having
10 fie l ds of 8 colwnns each.
c .) i n teger: a nwnber punched without a decimal point.
d.) i n teger field:

an n -colwnn field punched with an m-

digit integer {m $ n), . right justified and preceeded
by n - m zeros; for exampl e, the integer 42 punched
in a 4-col umn integer field: 0042
e.) de cimal number: a number punched with a decimal point
as on e character of the field
f .) de cimal field: an n-c o l umn fie l d punched with an m digit decimal n umber { m '$ n-1 ), right justified and
p:receeded by n - m - 1 ze r os; for example, the decimal
numbe r

42. 36 in an 8- c o l umn de c imal field; 00042. 36

No t e that t he decimal point o ccupies one of the 8 columns
of the fie l d.
- 36 -
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. · g.) Holler ith character: any legal character punched by
the IBM keypunch mac hine.
h.) Holle rit h field:

an n-column field consisting of n

H ollerith characters (possibly including blank columns).
2.)

T hroughout this section we will use the notation:

In

Int eger field, n-columns wide

Dn

Decimal field, n-columns wide

Hn

Hollerith field, n ... columns wide

T h e lower c ase b will be used to indicate a blank column.
3.)

T he card sequenc e and format given below should, in gener·a l,
be followed exactly.

While possibl e, in certain cases, to

deviate fr om the format given, such a practice is dangerous.
4.)

T he ge ner a l sequence of cards in the data deck:
a.) A ST ART card to provide run identification
b.)

INPUT c a r ds to describe t h e system's input queues

c.)

BLOCK c ards to describe the system's blocks

d.) OUTPUT c ards to specify the frequency tables to be printed
e.) a LENGTH c a r d to specify the length of the run
f .) a.) t hrough c .) r epe ated as often as desired for additiona l run s
g.)

a n END c ard to sign a l the end of a ll r uns

h .)

(Special c ards may appear within the deck, as specified
belo w.)
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5.)

The START card.

T h is must be the fi r st card of each data

deck and of each run specification within the deck.

It is used

to signal th e start of a run and to give identific ation information
to GQS.

In general , the first few characters of the I. D. should

be the p r obl em n umber, as assigned by the computation center l
Format:
STARTb
a ny desired Hollerith punching in columns 7-72
Example:
STARTbM999, bSJSTEMbSIMULATION, b15bOCTOBERbl 959
6.)

Input description s.

Each input queue is described by two cards:

a.) th e INPUT card.

Format:

INPUTbQQbPPbDDDDDDbLLLLbBBB
Q:

12, queue number, 01$N$99.

Queues may be numbered

arbitrar ily ; but each queue must have a unique numbe r .
P:

12, priority , 01,SPS99.
poorest, 99.

The best priority is 01; the

Note: the pairs of INPUT cards should

b e arrange d in n o n- descending order of priority numbers
(th e same priority number may be assigned to more than
one queue).

P r iority n umbers may be assigned arbitrarily

p r ov ided that the desired " r e l ative" priority structure
i s main tain ed.
D:

H6, i n terar r ival time dist r ibution type.

This field may
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CNSTNT
EXPNTL
NORMAL
HYPERX
ERLANG
RECTAN
L;

Constant
Exponential
Normal
Hyper-exponential
Erlang
Rectangular

14, the maximum length which this queue may have,
000l~L~9999.

Arriving customers which attempt to

enter a full queue are turned away; no record is kept
of such refusals.
B:

13, the block number of the first block to which customers from this queue proceed for service, 010 B 300.

b.) the parameter card.

Following each INPUT card is a

card which gives the parameter values for the interarrival time distribution.

Each card is punched with

one or more numbers as follows, (beginning in column 1):

DB
Constant
Exponential
DB
Normal
DBbDB
HyperDBbDBbDS
exponential
Erlang
DBbI2
Rectangular
DB

the constant value
the mean
mean,, standard deviation
mean], mean 2, fraction
with mean 1
mean, order (O 1 order 99)
maximum value (all values
between O and maximum are
equally likely).

Pairs of INPUT and parameter cards are repeated until all
queues have been described.
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.

Example:

INPUTb25b0 1bEXPNTLb0090b036
25.60000
INPUTbl 2bl SbERLANGb0200b021
18.54000b04

7.) Service block descriptions.

Each service block is described

by three (or more) cards:
a.) the BLOCK card.

Format:

BLOCKbBBBbDDDDDbFF
B:

13, block number, 0l0~B-S::300.

Each block number

may be arbitrarily assigned but must be unique.
D: H6, service time distribution type, similar to the
D field described for the INPUT card, above.
F: !2, 0l~F~25, number of branches out of this block
to other blocks
b.) the parameter card.

Similar to the parameter card

specified for input descriptions, above.
c.) branch destination card(s).

F pairs of branch destination

information are punched on one or more cards.

Each

pair of information consists of two fields, occupying 10
card columns, having the following form:
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BBBbSSSSSb
B: !3, block number, 010-$B'$300
S: D5, probability of branching to block B after the
service for this block has been completed.
The first IO-column set of branching information is punched
beginning in card column 1, the second beginning in column 11, etc.
No more than 7 sets {70 columns) may be punched on the card; use
additional cards if F exceeds 7.

Because F may not exceed 25, a

maximum of 4 branch destination cards may be punched for any block
{7 sets on each of the fir st three cards, 4 sets on the fourth card).
Note:

If F=0l, S should be punched: 0.000 {not 1.000).

Sets of block descriptions are repeated until all service blocks have
been described.
Example;
BLOC°Kb241 bCNSTNTb0 1
132.6000
012b0.000
BLOCKb0 l 2bNORMALb02
0.000625b0.000035
24lb0.725b073b0.275
BLOCKb0 7 3bREC TANb0 8
0.638000
10lb0.100bl02b0.100bl03b0.100bl04b0.100bl05b0.100bl06b0.100b
107b0 . 100b {this value is punched on the card correspondin!l
108b0. 300b
to the above line)
etc.
8.)

Output block descriptions.

Each description consists of an

OUTPUT card followed by one card for each frequency
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table de sired.
a.) the OUT PUT card. Format:
OUTPUTbBBBbPP
B: 13, output block number, 010-SB,S300.

Each output

block number may be arbitrarily assigned but must
be unique.

Note: Service block numbers and output

block numbers are taken from a single set: 010~B~300.
Thus no output block may have the same B as a service
block (and vice versa).
P: 12, number of frequency tables to be printed, 00$'.P-$99.
Note that if P is 00 no tables are printed; the output
block in this case merely denotes a termination of
service.
b.) frequency table cards.

Following the OUTPUT card there

are exactly P cards, one card for each frequency table to
be printed.

Each card has the following format:

XXbQQbLLLLLLLLbAAAAAAAAbSS
X: ;

Q:

H2, time element to be printed:
WT

Waiting Time

ST

Service Time

TT

Total Time

12, queue number, 0l~Q'599. The frequency table
will be constructed from the waiting times ( or
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services times, or total times) of all customers
arriving at queue number Q.

(Note that the cus-

tomers at any given output block may have originated
at one of several queues, depending upon the branching
structure of the system being simulated.)
Special case: if Q = 00, waiting time (or service time, or
total time) for all customers arriving at this output
block (regardless of their original quques will be
tabulated.
L:

D8, lower limit of tabulated values.

A:

D8, b., the increment between table values.

S:

12, number of steps in the table.
Example:
WTb37b2. 300000b0. 2500000b04 will print a table of
waiting times for customers from queue number 37.
Six frequencies will be printed:
FROM

TO

0
2.30
2.55

2. 30
2.55
2.80
3.05
3. 30

2:so
3.05
3.30

00

FREQ.
fl
f2
f3
f4
fs
f6

FRACTION
fl/~f.
f2/~l
f3/:El
f /'1;£1
f4/r,i
fs /:Efi
6
i

where FROM means "equal to or greater than" and TO
me ans "but less than".
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Several tables may be printed for each queue, if desired.
Example:
WTb37b2.300000b0.250000b04
STb37b4.000000bl.OOOOOOblO
TTb37b6. OOOOOObl. OOOOOObl 5

etc.
Sets of output block descriptions are repeated until all
output blocks (with their associated frequency tables)
have been described.
9.)

The LENGTH card.
computer run.

This card specifies the length of the

Format:

LENGTHbTTTTTbCCCCC
T:

HS, units in which time is to be measured
SIMLT

simulated time, days (where the unit
of time for all parameters specified
above is seconds.)

TRANS

number of transactions (customers
served by the system) .

REALT

actual computer time, measured in
minutes.

(This time is measured

between the terminal points of the
actual simulation and does not include
the program compilation time or the
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frequency table printing time).
C: IS, number of time units.
Simulated time: C days of system operation will be
simulated
Transactions:

G customers will be served by the
system

Real time:

the computer simulation run will
proceed for C minutes.

When the proper "length" has been reached, the frequency

tables are printed.
GQS ii normally operated with sense switch 6 up.

If

switch·: 6 ii mov.e d:·down while .. OQS ii operating; .the ·:aQS
will 'immeBii.te3.y mo~e ..1nto it I table' ·printout pba•e.;
10.)

Additional

,,

the START card fo'r an adclitional run,

•

f

run ■•

A LENGTH card may be followed by
Thia START card,

of course, must be followed by a complete description of
the new system, followed by its LENGTH card.
11.)

The END card.
ENDbbb

Format:

(any identification may be punched in 7-72)

(It: fs important that columns 4, 5, and 6 be blank.)
This card signals the end of all runs; it is physically the
last card in the data deck.
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12.)

Special-purpose cards.

There are three special-purpose

data cards:
a.)

The CONTINUE card.

Format:

CONTINUE
This card may follow a LENGTH card {L ).
1

In

turn, the CONTINUE card must be followed by a
LENGTH card {L ).
2
specified by L

1

At the end of the length

the frequency tables are printed;

the CONTINUE card causes the run to continue for
an additional length specified by L •
2

At the end of

this time, the augmented frequency tables are
printed.

This procedure may be repeated as often

as desired.
b.)

The REPEAT card.

Format:

REPEATbNN
N:

12, number of times to repeat the run, 01,S:N-$99.

This card may follow a LENGTH card.

It causes GQS

to simulate the previously described system N more
times using different random numbers.

In contrast

to ' the CONTINUE card, the REPEAT card re-starts
the simulation after clearing the queues and frequency
tables.

If CONTINUE cards were used between the

REPEAT card and the preceding START card, the
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length specified after the last CONTINUE card
will be used for the repeated runs; the continuation feature will not be repeated.
c.)

the PUNCH card.

Format:

PUNCHb
This card, if used, replaces or precedes the
first LENGTH card.

It causes the compiled

simulation program to be punched (off-line as
one file on tape unit 3).

The punched deck may

be used for later runs of the same system with
different parameter values and/or with nonstationary inputs to the system.

The PUNCH

card may be followed by a LENGTH card (to
operate the system which has been punched},
a START card (for a new system), or an END
card.
Note:

Tape 3 must be punched off-line on tape-

to-card equipment capable of punching binary
cards.

The resulting deck must be read-in via

tape, the tape having been written by card-totape equipment capable of reading mixed binaryBCD decks, 7 - 9 punches in columns 1 and 73
denoting binary cards.
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13.)

Non-stationary inputs.

Following is the procedure to

use for simulating a system whose parameter values
change with time:
a.)

use a PUNCH card to punch the compiled simulation,

b.)

use the punched deck (minus its initial I. D. card)
in place of the usual GQS program deck,

c.)

following the punched deck place the non-stationary input cards which give tabular values for
system parameters, together with the simulated
time at which the parameter .·is to be changed to
the given value.

These cards should be sorted

on the "change-time" value (Y, below).
Format:
PPPPPbYYYYYYYYYYbRbV------V
P: 15, computer memory location of the parameter
to be changed.

This is an octal number and is

available from the storage map given at the time
the simulation deck was punched.
Y: IlO, the simulated time at which the parameter
is to be changed (parameter changes may b .e made
only at integral time values).
R: a field code for V

- 49 V: the new parameter value

R
(letter) 0
I
D
F

p

V
a 12-digit octal number
IlO, decimal integer, binary point = 35
D8, decimal, binary point = 19
D8, value <1. 0, stored as a fraction,
binary point = 0
DB, stored as a floating point number

Blank Cards
Cards which are blank in their first six columns are ignored by
GQS and may be inserted where desired.

Such cards, with or without

notes punched beginning in column 7, may be used to separate or
describe sections of the data deck.

Arithmetic in GQS
Parameters punched using the DB format enter the computer as
fixed point numbers, the binary point being 19 places from the left end of
the 704 word.

The range of possible parameter values is approximately

0.000015 to 1,048,575.
Internal arithmetic is double precision, fixed point, to allow for
an extremely wide range of computed values without an excessive increase
in simulation t iming.

All computed values which are to be put out as op-

erating results are automatically converted to floating point numbers
b efore printing.

In general, the user will be unconcerned with GQS in-

ternal arithmetic; all scaling and converting problems are handled by
the compiler itself.

- 50 A complete example:
Block 21
Exponential
_.--'7 mean= 35. 0

Queue 10, Priority= 1
Hyp[ e_r_e_x_~_o n
- e-.n-_t~
!ia-i,

=:~:.~-T:~~/s-.~~::.:

Queue 11, Priority = 2

-----1---1,----,1- ---,1- - [

i

Normal .

CT=l. 63
Block 23
Constant
15.5

The data cards:
STARTbM999. bCOMPLETEbEXAMPLE
INPUTbl 0b0 1bHYPERXb0005b021
8.500000b6.500000b0.200
INPUTbl 1b02bERLANGb0006b022
5.500000b02
BLOC Kb0 21 bEXPNT Lb0 2
35.00000
03lb0.850b022b0.150
BLOCKb0 2 2bNORMALb0 2
ll.60000bl.630000
032b0.500b023b0.500
BLOCKb0 2 3bCNSTNTb0 1
15.50000
032b0.000
OUTPUTb03lb01
TTbl0bl0.00000bl.000000b45
OUTPUTb0 32b0 2
STbl0b40.00000bl.500000b30
STbllb5.000000bl.500000b25

END

Pr=. 85, Tabulate:
r Total time ,

Block :2__ _)Pr•~ 15

·---- mean= 11. 6

Erlang, mean=5. 6, order= 2

LENGTHbREALTb00005

Output block 31

Pr=. 50
1-----:!=t

::::t ::ock 32
Tabulate:
Service time
queues 10 and 11

- 51 The Complete Deck
The GQS program has been designed for use with the M. I. T. automatic operator program.
be followed.

The conventions specified by that program must

For the simplest type of operation the following complete

deck format is sufficient :
bbbbbbbRUNbM999-SMITH
BINbM999-SMITH
(GQS binary program deck inserted here)
RDYb8
SIRbPROGRAMbHASbINTENTIONALbT IGHTbLOOPS
SWD
CLR
RIPbM999-SMITH
BGN
(Data deck inserted here)
TERb999-SMITH
GQS may be used outside the control of the M. I. T. automatic operator program by placing sense switch 5 down,
GQS may be used on a 704 not equipped with a real-time clock
(attached to the printer) by placing sense switch 4 down.

Error Checking
Many error checks are included within GQS.

When an error has

been detected, GQS prints a message describing the error and then proceeds to the next START or END card.
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